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MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

SUBJECT:  Personal Statement1 Before the United States Commission on Civil Rights 

I am thankful to the United States Commission on Civil Rights for providing me this 

opportunity to appear before you today.   

 

I also applaud the Commission for seeking to protect the civil rights of those who like me 

proudly serve and have served the military of our great country.  

 

My name is Major Kamaljeet Singh Kalsi.  I was born into a family with three generations 

of military service before me and raised to cherish loyalty, duty, respect, service, honor, 

integrity and courage as a citizen in the United States of America.  I began my career in the 

U.S. Army as a First Lieutenant in 2001, and continue to serve with tremendous pride.  I 

am presently on active duty as the Emergency Medical Services Director at Fort Bragg in 

North Carolina.  After two deployments, I am also the grateful recipient of the Bronze Star 

Medal for my service in Afghanistan. 

 

While my experiences as a service member are among the most exhilarating and 

memorable experiences of my life, my journey to service had its share of challenges. 

 

In 2009, the United States Army made history by granting me and another Sikh American 

soldier, Captain Tejdeep Singh Rattan, an accommodation to maintain our religiously-

mandated turbans, unshorn hair, and beards while serving the country we love.  It was the 

first-time in over a generation that a new Sikh American soldier had been granted such an 

accommodation. 
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At first, I was told that I could not serve my country unless I gave up my Sikh articles of 

faith pursuant to a US military policy that existed since 1981.  Led by the Sikh Coalition, it 

took over 15,000 Americans to petition the Army and support from over 50 Members of 

Congress before my request for accommodation was granted. 

 

Thankfully and wisely, our military looked to the military of our allies in Great Britain, 

Canada, and India, who all accommodate Sikh soldiers, for guidance. The military also 

reviewed the previous history of Sikh service in our military.  Since the early 1900’s, 

Sikhs have served honorably and with distinction in the U.S. military.  In fact, more than 

80,000 Sikh soldiers died fighting alongside allied forces during the World Wars before 

we reversed course as a country and closed the door on Sikh American service in 1981.   

 

Army officials asked smart and pragmatic questions about the Sikh faith.  They learned 

that Sikhs have a glorious and storied tradition of military service throughout the world 

that is tied uniquely to our articles of faith.  They also learned that Sikh soldiers can wear 

helmets and make airtight seals with gas masks. 

 

In short, as we all expect since its mission is so sacred, our military did their homework. 

As result in 2009, while our military did not open its doors to all patriotic Sikhs, it at least 

opened its doors to me and Captain Rattan, allowing us to maintain our Sikh articles of 

faith while serving the country we love.  

 

I would humbly say that it was the right decision and I believe my fellow soldiers, as 

detailed in the over a dozen attached letters of support, would agree.    

 

On my first day of active duty at Officer Basic Training in July 2010, the Sergeant Major 

assembled us in formation, pulled me out to stand beside him facing my fellow soldiers 

and told us that the Army comes in “many shades of green.”  He then asked if there was a 

single soldier amongst the hundreds that were there who did not feel the same way.  This 

was the first real test of unit cohesion or esprit de corps that I had encountered.  Everyone 

applauded in support.   

After training, I deployed to Afghanistan in January 2011 as the Officer-in-Chief of a 

tented Emergency Room in Helmand province.  I also served as the Chief of Disaster 

Medicine for our entire Forward Operating Base. 
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During my tour in Afghanistan, I personally treated over 750 combat casualties and local 

nationals who suffered from IED blasts, gunshot wounds, and other emergent conditions.  I 

also successfully resuscitated back to life two patients that were clinically dead on arrival, 

but I remember one particular soldier whose story I would like to share with you.  

Let’s call him Joe.  Our medics radio in that they are bringing in a Marine from an IED 

blast just outside our main gate.  The insurgents had taken advantage of a recent dust storm 

to bury IEDs all around us.  They rushed him into our Emergency Room tent.  He was 

breathing, but was bleeding badly from multiple shrapnel wounds.  He was dazed but was 

able to converse.  We worked on him for the next two hours, ordering tests, removing 

shrapnel, suturing wounds, and stabilizing his vitals.  When he was ready for transfer to 

the admitting wards, our medics began wheeling him away.  Joe grabbed my hand with 

tears in his eyes and said “Thank you brother.”  That is one of many moments during my 

service in Afghanistan that I will never forget. 

I can tell you with 100% assurance that none of my fellow soldiers or patients could care 

less that I was wearing a turban or had a beard while I was treating their wounds.  All that 

mattered was whether I was an asset to our mission.  Based on my Bronze Star Medal 

citation which commends my “leadership and dedication to duty” as being “instrumental to 

the unit’s mission during combat operations,” I would humbly submit that I was, in fact an 

asset to our mission. 

Like me, Captain Rattan also served in Afghanistan. He received an Army Commendation 

Medal and a NATO Medal for his service.  And in 2010, the US Army agreed to 

individually accommodate an enlisted Sikh soldier, Specialist Simran Preet Singh Lamba.  

Together the three of us are the only new Sikh Americans that our military has agreed to 

accommodate in a generation. 

Both Captain Rattan and Specialist Lamba would agree with me that our Sikh articles of 

faith not only do not interfere with our duties, but are in fact an invaluable asset to our 

military because their accommodation projects our country’s values of freedom and 

pluralism to the world. 
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I have been on active duty at Fort Bragg since September 2010.  I am currently the 

Medical Director for the Department of Defense’s largest stateside Emergency Medical 

Services (EMS) system, comprised of over 500 first responders, EMS, police, fire and 

dispatch agencies. While I’m a bit bashful with making this public, my latest Officer’s 

Evaluation Report states that I have displayed:  

“Truly exceptional performance from a tireless Emergency Medicine  Physician, 

scholar, mentor and soldier.  MAJ Kalsi works tirelessly to promote academic and 

clinical excellence.  He has been published in premier literature and has lectured at 

national level conferences.  His leadership as Chief of the busiest Ambulance 

Service in the DoD has been phenomenal, and led to dramatic improvements in the 

quality and standardization of prehospital care across DoD’s largest troop 

concentration.” 

While I am grateful for these generous words and even more grateful for the opportunity to 

serve, it troubles me that my accommodation and that of other Sikh soldiers are simply 

individual accommodations.    

Despite the successful and patriotic service of myself, Captain Rattan, and Specialist 

Lamba, the rule remains that Sikh Americans cannot serve our military without giving up 

their articles of faith. I would add here that even the accommodations Captain Rattan, 

Specialist Lamba, and I have received are not permanent.  Despite our service and loyalty, 

we must reapply for an accommodation every time we are assigned to a new unit or base.  

The time has come and passed for our military to openly embrace those Sikhs who want to 

serve our country by removing the rules that presumptively exclude them. 

By making this call to end the presumptive ban on Sikh military service, let me make clear 

that I would never advocate for anything that would put my fellow soldiers in harm’s way.  

If Sikhs could not wear helmets or gas masks when required, I would never call on my 

military to accommodate Sikh American soldiers.  But that is simply not the case.  Sikh 

soldiers have served on special forces teams.  They have jumped out of airplanes as 

paratroopers, and have deployed in far forward combat operations.  We can serve our 

country and be Sikh at the same time. 
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To my military, I would say that your prospective Sikh American soldiers are waiting to be 

embraced by you.  We are mindful that our military now fully allows LGBT soldiers to 

serve, and is beginning to allow female soldiers to serve in forward combat positions – and 

that the sky has not fallen because of it.  In fact, the opposite is happening. We are 

increasing the pool of Americans willing serve our country, we are advancing our strategic 

missions, and we are staying to true to the core American principle that it matters not who 

you are, but what you do.  

 

In closing I would like to quote from a letter that America’s First General, General George 

Washington, wrote to a Jewish congregation in Newport, Rhode Island, in 1791. President 

Washington wrote that America: 

 

 “[G]ives to bigotry no sanction, to persecution no assistance, requires only  

 that they who live under its protection should demean themselves as good  

 citizens in giving it on all occasions their effectual support.” 

 

Patriotic Sikh Americans are ready to give America its “effectual support.” I humbly plead 

for our military to accept it. 

 

Thank you. 
 

 

 

Encl: A1 – A21 Respectfully, 

 

 
 

 

MAJ Kamal S. Kalsi, D.O., U.S. Army 

Medical Director to Ft. Bragg  911 Dispatch 

Center, Police and Fire 

081-68W10 Health Care Specialist (MOS-T) 

and HESD EMS Course Medical Director 

Womack AMC - MCXC-DEM-ER 

Bldg 2817, Rm B10743-1 

Ft. Bragg, NC   28310-7301 

maplelotus@gmail.com 

925.570.1472 
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July 2010 
 

Captain Kamal S. Kalsi 
Doctor of Emergency Medicine 

Subspecialty: EMS / Disaster Medicine 
 

kamal.s.kalsi@us.army.mil 
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• The purpose of this presentation is to share basic guidelines for the 

wear and display of Sikh turbans with Army uniforms.   

 

• The information contained in this brief is compiled from general 

practices of Sikhs that have served in the U.S. Armed forces as well 

as well established Sikh military uniform guidelines from countries 

such as Canada, Britain, and India.   

 

• We will also briefly review historical references of Sikhs serving in 

the military in order to establish some background for these 

guidelines.  

 

• This is not meant to be a comprehensive overview, but additional 

details regarding any aspect of this brief are readily available.    
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 Sikhism is one of the world’s youngest major religions, 

approximately 300 years old, with roots in what is 

present-day India.  

  

 Sikhs are monotheistic and are required to wear a turban 

and maintain unshorn hair by their faith. 

 

 There are 5 key elements / articles of Sikh faith which 

are better known as the five K’s.  These are summarized 

on the next slide. 
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◦ Kara –  steel bracelet, generally made of steel, worn as a constant 

  reminder to the Sikh to do good deeds, and to avoid actions 

  that would bring shame, dishonor or disgrace 

 

◦ Kanga –  comb, represents a commitment to cleanliness, social 

  connectedness service, and rejection of asceticism. 

 

◦ Kirpan –  sword, to defend the defenseless, and to remind the Sikh of 

  their warrior tradition and ethos 

 

◦ Kes –  unshorn hair, representing harmony with all life, spiritual and 

  earthly 

 

◦ Kachhehra –soldier’s shorts, similar to western boxer shorts,  

  representing a commitment to high moral character and a 

  reminder to the Sikh to practice self restraint 
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 The turban along with the 5 articles of faith 

distinguish a Sikh and help him / her identify 

with their religious and warrior ethos.  

 

 Over the next several slides we will review 

photos and historical references of Sikh soldiers 

in the army.   

 

 These photos depict the wear and use of 

turbans in a variety of settings. 
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Bhagat Singh Thind was recruited on July 22, 1918 by the US Army to fight in World 

War I. Months later he was promoted to the rank of an Acting Sergeant.  Bhagat 

Singh maintained all of the required Sikh articles of faith, competently completing all 

duties of a soldier.  Bhagat Singh received an honorable discharge on December 

16th, 1918 with a character designation of "excellent".  

 

Bhagat Singh Thind – 1918, U.S. Army 
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“In the last two world wars 83,005 turban wearing Sikh soldiers were killed and 

109,045 were wounded. They all died or were wounded for the freedom of Britain 

and the world and during shell fire, with no other protection but the turban, the 

symbol of their faith." - General Sir Frank Messervy KCSI, KBE, CB, DSO  

Sikh Soldiers, Paris, France – WWII 
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Sikhs guarding the streets of Jerusalem 
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Winston Churchill is seen above congratulating Sikh soldiers during WWII for 

a job well done. 

Winston Churchill 
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Sikhs seen marching in Italy during a grueling war effort. 

Sikh Soldiers, Monte Cassino, Italy - WWII 
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Sikh soldiers serving with Allied Forces WW II 
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Army Sergeant Kirnbir Grewal served in the U.S. Army from 1977-1984.  He 

entered the Army as a Private and left at the E6 level as a Nuclear, Biological, and 

Chemical NCO (Staff Sergeant).  During his tenure, his Sikh articles of faith were 

never an issue.  While in Germany, he taught companies how to survive a nuclear 

and biological warfare attack using protective gear.  

Sergeant Kirnbir Grewal, U.S. Army 
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Sergeant Sevak Singh Kroesen enlisted in the U.S. Army reserves in 1976 and was 

attached to the Signal Company, 11th Special Forces Group after which he 

successfully completed airborne (paratrooper) and Radio Teletype Transmission 

Operator training.  He then completed his Special Forces Qualification Courses and 

became a Special Forces Communications Sergeant while maintaining his Sikh 

articles of faith.  Sergeant Kroesen subsequently completed his training and 

missions around the world all with honor and distinction.  He was honorably 

discharged from active duty in 1991.  

Sergeant Sevak Singh Kroesen, U.S. Army  
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Colonel G.B. Singh enlisted as a dentist in the U.S. Army in 1979 and served until 

2007.  During his 28 year tenure, he was awarded several honors including the (A) 

Prefix, the highest award a medical professional can receive while in the U.S. 

Army.  Colonel Singh was stationed in several areas in the U.S. as well as Korea. 

Colonel Singh recalls the camaraderie and life-lasting bonds he forged with the 

members of his unit.  He remains in contact with many of them.  His articles of faith 

never precluded him from creating strong relationships within the Army, and his 

superiors never treated him differently. 

COL G.B. Singh, U.S. Army 
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Colonel Gopal Singh Khalsa joined the U.S. Army in 1976 as a Private, and served in 

the Special Forces Unit for 10 years on Parachute Status, as a Battalion Commander 

overseeing an 800-person intelligence group, and also received a Meritorious Service 

Medal with Silver Oak Leaf Cluster Award, amongst many other honors.  He is a 

graduate of the Army Officer Candidate School in Georgia, and was inducted into the 

Officer Candidate School Hall of Fame in 2004.  Colonel Khalsa currently remains in 

the reserve command, and has therefore served in the U.S. Army for 33 years.  

 

COL Gopal Singh Khalsa, U.S. Army Reserve 
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COL Arjinderpal Singh Sekhon, a medical doctor, served in the army from 1984 to 2009.  

During his 25 years of commissioned service, Colonel Sekhon was stationed in many posts 

around the country.  During the First Persian Gulf War, he was called to active duty.  He 

rose through the ranks to Colonel and was given a Battalion Commander position.   He 

was decorated with various awards including a Presidential Unit Citation, Joint Meritorious 

Unit Award, and an Army Flight Surgeon Badge.  During his time of service, COL Sekhon’s 

articles of faith never impeded his success. His Sikh identity never interfered with his ability 

to create strong relationships with his fellow service members.  

 

COL Arjinderpal Singh Sekhon, U.S. Army 
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Cpt. Tejdeep Rattan was recently promoted to Detachment Commander of 

U.S. Army Dental Activity at Ft. Drum in 2010.   He is pictured here in his 

official chain-of-command photograph wearing a black turban and ACUs. 

CPT Tejdeep Singh Rattan, U.S. Army 
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 Turbans and their appropriate wear with the 

following uniforms will be shown over the next 

several slides: 

 
◦ ACU 

◦ Dress Blues 

◦ Army Physical Fitness Uniform 

◦ ACU field uniform 
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The black turban is shown above for wear with the ACU uniform. The 

black turban is also the standard turban for wear with the Army’s 

Dress Blue uniform as well.   The beard is tied at the bottom to 

present a neat and clean appearance.   

ACU uniform and Army Dress Blues. 
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The material for the turban is a low-thread count, thin cotton material. This 
material is readily available.  The cost of a standard turban can range 

anywhere from 10 to 25 dollars. Sikhs are also required to wear a 
steel/iron bracelet on their dominant arm as an article of their faith.   

 

ACU Garrison uniform under cover. 
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The actual turban length and width can vary from person to person 
depending on the size of their head - similar to different cap sizes.   
Typically, a turban is about 5 meters long and 1 to 2 meters wide.  

ACU Garrison uniform under cover. 
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The average time it takes to tie each style of turban varies by the 

individual, similar to asking a soldier how long it takes him to shave / 

do his/her hair.  However, I believe the time it takes me to tie my 

turban is about average for most Sikhs.  The patka takes me about a 

minute or two to put on, which includes combing and tying my hair 

neatly.  I also tie my field turban in under 5 minutes.  In an 

emergency scenario I can rapidly deploy with my field patka or 

regular patka depending on the situation.  

ACU Garrison uniform under cover. 
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The black turban with flash seen above is for wear that is consistent 
with wear of the Army black beret.  The flash is easily and quickly 

applied to the turban or removed whenever necessary.  

ACU Uniform – outdoors. 
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The flash is just as easily removed and tucked away in a pocket.  The flash 
is essentially affixed in the middle of 3 pieces of cloth.  One tucks in atop 

the turban, and the other two wrap around each side of the turban and tuck 
in around the back, blending in with the turban.  This item is easily 

produced for about $5  

ACU Uniform with black turban and flash 
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The Army Physical Fitness Uniform can be worn with either the full 
black turban as shown on prior pages or with a smaller, bandana-

type turban known as a “patka.”    

Army Physical Fitness Uniform 
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Shown above is an ACU material patka designed for the field setting. This 
smaller design easily accomodates a helmet as well as a gas mask when 

needed.  I have personally been fit tested with a gas mask and am able to 
form a tight seal.  The subdued rank can be pinned or stitched to the front. 
ACU material can be purchased via special order from most posts at $10 / 

yard.  Based on this and stitching costs, the field patka would cost less than 
$10 to produce.   

 

ACU Uniform in the field setting.  
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This is the field or tactical turban which is to be consistent with the 
wear  and use of the field cap.  It is also made of ACU material, but 

is significantly different from regular turbans in the shape and size of 
the material.   The subdued rank can be pinned to the front as 

needed and removed easily as well. 

ACU field turban.  
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I can provide you with a sample turban and its design specifcations.  

It is a diamond shape, tapering at the ends, and based on the $10 / 

yard that I paid for the ACU material, costs about $50 / turban to 

produce including the stitching.   

ACU field turban. 
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 Question:  During what times or for what events can a Sikh not 

  have a Turban? 

 

 Answer: While a Sikh must maintain a turban in public, there 

  are no times that are religiously set aside for a Sikh to 

  be without it.  Sikhs can wear their turbans all day and 

  all night if we so desire.  Most Sikhs typically wear 

  some type of head covering (patka or bandana type 

  material) even when they are at home.  At home, I 

  usually take my turban off before going to bed.   

  However, in the field, I will likely wear a small field 

  patka (as shown in the Powerpoint slides) to bed 

  because it will be a public setting, and because it 

  facilitates any emergency movement out of bed.  
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 Question:  Is there a set style for the bracelet worn as an article of 

  faith? 

 

 Answer: A bracelet, called a kara, is worn on the dominant 

  forearm in no particular style.  It is typically made of 

  iron or steel, the finish of which can either be polished 

  or dull.  The kara can be covered completely by the full 

  sleeve ACUs when a subdued field setting is desired. 
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 Question:  Are there any other practices of the Sikh faith, fasting, 

practices, the curved blade that could have an impact on the 

mission?  

 Answer: Sikhs do not believe in fasting.  As far as religious 

  eating habits, we do not eat halal meat (i.e. meat that is 

  prepared as required by the Muslim faith).  Some Sikhs 

  practice vegetarianism.  I personally avoid red meat, to 

  maintain a healthful lifestyle (a sin in Texas, I know) 

  but this is not a religious restriction.  

  

  The curved blade, a kirpan, that initiated Sikhs carry 

  should not be an issue as most soldiers will be  

  equipped with knives in the field.  Typically the kirpan 

  is not long and is worn sheathed and strapped to the 

  body.  On post and in the field, the kirpan can be worn 

  under the ACUs.  
31 



 CPT Rattan and I will certainly be happy to be points of contact for 

Sikhs who are looking for the religious gear that they will need.  The 

name of the seamstress that I used to stitch the patkas and field 

turbans is given below.  She is my aunt, and has the originals as 

well as the templates for the designs.  ACU material should be 

available by special order from almost any post, but Mrs. Kalsi can 

obtain this material upon demand.     

 

Jatinder Kaur Kalsi 
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Sikhs have a strong warrior tradition that stems from their dedication to social 
service.  The turban has served in battle for the Allied Forces in every major 

world war, including the conflicts of Korea and Desert Storm.  This 
presentation is the first step towards a uniform guideline and policy that will 
help standardize the wear and display of Sikh turbans with Army uniforms.  

Please do not hesitate to contact me for further information.  Thank you. 

ACU field turban. 
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Uses after-action and evaluation tools to

facilitate consistent improvement

6. ASSESSING

9. LEARNING

DA FORM 67-9, OCT 2011 PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

Yes, comments are attached No

Yes NoYes No

APD PE v1.01ES

Page 1 of 2

SENIOR RATER'S ORGANIZATION

PART II - AUTHENTICATION (Rated officer's signature verifies officer has seen completed OER Parts I-VII and the admin data is correct)
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/
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KALSI, KAMALJEET SINGH xxx-x0-1407 20110718

MAJ Kalsi serves as Chief of Emergency Services providing medical oversight, training, and certification for
approximately 50 EMS personnel and 50 dispatch personnel as well as providing medical oversight for Fort Bragg
Fire and Provost Marshal personnel. MAJ Kalsi participates in local as well as state EMS meetings and is the DEM
Code Blue Committee representative. He has secured accreditation of the MOS-T and the MEDCEN's EMT Courses.
MAJ Kalsi has spearheaded the incorporation of new clinical practice guidelines and implemented a new intra
-facility transfer process. He is an exceptional mentor and educator who has lectured at Grand Rounds, at the
University of Miami and at the regional Trauma consortium meetings. Additionally, he recently had a case report
published in the peer-reviewed Annals of Emergency Medicine. He recently passed the Board Certification
examinations. MAJ Kalsi has completed phase 1 of CCC.
MAJ Kalsi has initiated the MASF/360 assessment.

Truly exceptional performance from a tireless Emergency Medicine Physician,
scholar, mentor and Soldier. MAJ Kalsi works tirelessly to promote academic and
clinical excellence. He has been published in premier literature and has lectured at
national level conferences. His leadership as Chief of the busiest Ambulance Service
in the DoD has been phenomenal, and led to dramatic improvements in the quality and
standardization of prehospital care across DoD's largest troop concentration. MAJ
Kalsi can be expected to excel in positions of leadership, and his performance
demands increased responsibilities.
Limitless potential. Promote to LTC now and continue to groom for positions of
increasing academic, clinical, and leadership responsibility. He is ideally suited for
Interagency positions.

Teaching Faculty, Emergency Medicine Residency Program; Disaster Medicine
Planner, Department of Health and Human Services; C, Emergency Med, MEDDAC

47

20120717

MAJ Kalsi is exceptionally ambitious has unlimited potential. Send to the Captain's Career Course immediately and
then ILE. Promote above peers.

c. COMMENT ON PERFORMANCE/POTENTIAL

b. COMMENT ON SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF THE PERFORMANCE, REFER TO PART III, DA FORM 67-9 AND PART IVa, b, AND PART Vb, DA FORM 67-9-1.

NAME

d. LIST THREE FUTURE ASSIGNMENTS FOR WHICH THIS OFFICER IS BEST SUITED.

FOR ARMY COMPETITIVE CATEGORY CPT, ALSO INDICATE A POTENTIAL CAREER FIELD FOR FUTURE SERVICE.

SSN PERIOD COVERED

c. COMMENT ON POTENTIAL FOR PROMOTION.

a. EVALUATE THE RATED OFFICER'S PERFORMANCE DURING THE RATING PERIOD AND HIS/HER POTENTIAL FOR PROMOTION

SATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE,
PROMOTE

PART V - PERFORMANCE AND POTENTIAL EVALUATION (Rater)

b. POTENTIAL COMPARED WITH OFFICERS

SENIOR RATED IN SAME GRADE (OVERPRINTED

BY DA)

PART VII -SENIOR RATER

a. EVALUATE THE RATED OFFICER'S PROMOTION POTENTIAL TO THE NEXT HIGHER GRADE

BEST QUALIFIED
FULLY

QUALIFIED DO NOT PROMOTE OTHER (Explain below)

ABOVE CENTER OF MASS
(Less than 50% in top box; Center of

Mass if 50% or more in top box)

CENTER OF MASS

BELOW CENTER OF MASS

RETAIN

BELOW CENTER OF MASS

DO NOT RETAIN

DA FORM 67-9, OCT 2011

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE,
MUST PROMOTE

UNSATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE,
DO NOT PROMOTE

OTHER
(Explain)

I currently senior rate

A completed DA Form 67-9-1 was received with this report and
considered in my evaluation and review NO (Explain in c)

officer(s) in this grade

YES

APD PE v1.01ES

Page 2 of 2

PART VI - INTERMEDIATE RATER

d. IDENTIFY ANY UNIQUE PROFESSIONAL SKILLS OR AREAS OF EXPERTISE OF VALUE TO THE ARMY THAT THIS OFFICER POSSESSES. FOR ARMY COMPETITIVE

CATEGORY CPT ALSO INDICATE A POTENTIAL CAREER FIELD FOR FUTURE SERVICE.
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 REPLY TO 

 ATTENTION OF 

 DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
WOMACK ARMY MEDICAL CENTER 

FORT BRAGG, NORTH CAROLINA 28310 
 

 

MCXC-DC                                                                28 December 2011 

 

MEMORANDUM FOR Ms. Cyndi Perry, Consultant Program Manager, HQ, USAMEDCOM, ATTN:  

MCHO-CL-C, 2050 Worth Road, Suite 10, Fort Sam Houston, TX 78234-6010 

 

SUBJECT: Nomination of MAJ Kamal S. Kalsi, MC, for Consultant to The Surgeon General for 

Emergency Medical Services 

 

 

1.  It is my pleasure to nominate and endorse MAJ Kamal S. Kalsi, DO, to become the first Consultant 

to The Surgeon General for Emergency Medical Services (EMS.)  MAJ Kalsi is fellowship trained in 

EMS and Disaster Medicine, and currently serves as the EMS Director for the Army’s largest stateside 

EMS system, supervising over 48 prehospital care professionals at Fort Bragg, Pope Army Airfield, 

Simmons Army Airfield, and the Linden Oaks Housing Area.  MAJ Kalsi has passed the oral and 

written board requirements of the American Board of Osteopathic Emergency Medicine. 

 

2.  MAJ Kalsi recently returned from a successful deployment to Afghanistan with the 115th Combat 

Support Hospital, where he served as Emergency Medical Treatment Officer-in-Charge and director of 

mass casualty (MASCAL) operations and training.  He was awarded a Bronze Star Medal for his 

efforts.  He has travelled to Israel as a guest of the Israeli Defense Forces in order to see and learn their 

MASCAL operations first hand.  He has been a part of multiple MASCAL exercises and responses 

both in theater and stateside, coordinating with multiple pre-hospital agencies to accomplish the 

mission. 

 

3.  His other job duties include providing medical direction for the 911 dispatch center and 081-68W10 

Health Care Specialist (MOS-T) Course.  He also serves as an excellent emergency medicine attending 

physician in Womack Army Medical Center’s Department of Emergency Medicine.  His open door 

policy for any of the over 250 pre-hospital personnel who function under his license has helped him 

establish strong relationships and foster an academic culture within his department.  MAJ Kalsi has 

several published research articles and has been an honored speaker at many trauma consortiums.  His 

leadership has helped establish Ft. Bragg EMS’s electronic medical record as a possible standard for 

all future Army pre-hospital care systems.  Last year, he helped put together a pre-hospital billing 

initiative for Womack’s Uniform Business Office which can potentially save the Department of 

Defense millions of dollars annually.   

 

4.  Further testament to both MAJ Kalsi’s leadership and communication skills is the fact that he is the 

Army’s first Sikh soldier in about a generation.  In this regard, he has garnered great publicity both 

nationally and internationally.  We are privileged to have him as our EMS director and our colleague.        
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MCXC-DC                                                                28 December 2011 

 

MEMORANDUM FOR Ms. Cyndi Perry, Consultant Program Manager, HQ, USAMEDCOM, ATTN:  

MCHO-CL-C, 2050 Worth Road, Suite 10, Fort Sam Houston, TX 78234-6010 

 

SUBJECT: Nomination of MAJ Kamal S. Kalsi, MC, for Consultant to The Surgeon General for 

Emergency Medical Services 
 
 

 
  

2

5.  MAJ Kalsi is committed to remaining in the Army, inclusive of a four-year term as Consultant if 

selected. 

 

6.  If selected, WAMC will support MAJ Kalsi’s efforts and unique requirements while serving as 

Consultant.  Please feel free to contact me at any time for any additional information.  

 

 

 

 

FRANK L. CHRISTOPHER 

COL, MC, SFS  

Deputy Commander for Clinical Services 



MAJ KAMAL S. KALSI, D.O.   U.S. ARMY.                            MAPLELOTUS@GMAIL.COM                   925.570.1472 

K a m a l  S .  K a l s i ,  D. O. 
MAJOR, MEDICAL CORPS. U.S. ARMY 

EMAIL:  MAPLELOTUS@GMAIL.COM 

PHONE: 925.570.1472 
 

 

EMS / DISASTER MEDICINE  / BOARD CERTIFIED IN EMERGENCY MEDICINE 
 

Overview  Over three years of successful management and leadership experience with 
a reputation for meeting the most challenging organizational goals and 
objectives while serving as the EMS Director for the Army’s largest stateside 
EMS system.  A dedicated and focused individual responsible for the medical 
direction of over 500 pre-hospital personnel.  A proven record for: 

• Implementing higher performance and training standards, bringing 
post-wide EMS protocols in line with local, state and federal 
guidelines. 

• Enhancing productivity during a period of shrinking budgets. 

• Improving delivery of care through technological advances.  
Helped implement adoption of pre-hospital EMR, establishing Ft. 
Bragg EMS’s EMR as a possible standard for all future Army pre-

hospital care systems. 

• Cohesiveness through motivation and teamwork, improving 
employee performance and morale. 

• Developing and implementing highly successful strategic plans 
(short and long term).  Helped with accreditation process for Ft. 
Bragg EMS, Fire, and Dispatch agencies.  Submitted a white paper 
analysis on Army pre-hospital billing practices to the Uniform 

Business Office (UBO) which can potentially save the Department 
of Defense millions of dollars annually. 

• Currently serving as the appointed DOD representative to the 
Federal Interagency Committee on EMS (FICEMS). 

 
 

Professional Experience   United States Army, 2001 – 2013                                 Fort Bragg, NC 
 

Completed nine years of reserve duty followed by three years of active duty 
with the U.S. Army.  Gained upper-level manager status as medical 
director to Police, Fire, EMS, Dispatch and 081-68W10 Health Care 
Specialist (MOS-T) Course. 

 

Deployed in support of Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) to Afghanistan in 
2012 as the Emergency Medical Treatment Officer-in-Charge and director of 
mass casualty (MASCAL) operations and training.  Treated hundreds of 
combat casualties, including victims of multiple traumas, blast injuries, 
and gunshot wounds.  Implemented multiple MASCAL exercises and 
responses both in theater and stateside, coordinating with multiple first 
responder agencies to accomplish the mission.  Improved communications 
infrastructure, training and overall morale. 
 
Work as an emergency medicine attending physician at Womack Army 
Medical Center’s Department of Emergency Medicine from 2010 through 
2013.  Gained academic experience as a staff teaching attending, mentoring 
residents through their clinical rotation in the Emergency Department, and 
supervising resident / student rotations through our busy EMS service.  
Have lectured on multiple occasions at grand rounds and trauma 
consortiums at multiple institutions on variety of emergency medicine topics.  
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MAJ KAMAL S. KALSI, D.O.   U.S. ARMY.                            MAPLELOTUS@GMAIL.COM                   925.570.1472 

 
 Education                            2009 JUL – 2010 JUN                   EMS / Disaster Medicine Fellowship 
 

St. Joseph’s Regional Medical Center                                             Paterson, NJ 

• CONTOMS Tactical Medicine Training 

• Aeromedical and NAEMSP Director training 

• Disaster Preparedness  and Mass Casualty training with Israeli Defense 
Forces 

• ICS and HICS training up to 800 level courses 

• Hazmat training 
 

 

2005 JUL – 2009 JUN         Emergency Medicine Residency Program 
 

St. Joseph’s Regional Medical Center                                             Paterson, NJ 

• Chief Resident of Emergency Medicine Residency Program 2008-2009 

• Completed a one year rotating Osteopathic internship 

 

2000 SEP – 2005 JUN                         Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine 

Touro University College of Osteopathic Medicine                          Vallejo, CA 

• Dean’s List Honoree 

 

1998 – 2000     Pursued Master’s Thesis in Biology and Genetics 

California State University                                                             Hayward, CA 

• Awarded Associated Students Fellowship 

 

1994 – 1998  B.S. in Chemical Biology 

Stevens Institute of Technology                                                Hoboken, NJ 

• Graduated with Honors 
 

 

   Research and Articles 

• “Eye Pain After Blunt Ocular Trauma.” Heiner, Jason D.; 
Kalsi,Kamaljeet S. Annals of Emergency Medicine vol. 59 issue 6 
June, 2012. p. 456,468. 

• Book Review of Atlas of Conducted Electrical Weapon Wounds and 
Forensic Analysis. Accepted for publication in Annals of Emergency 
Medicine. 

• “Trying to Make Sense of the Senseless…” by MAJ Kamal S. Kalsi. 
Time Magazine. Aug. 9, 2012. 

• High Frequency Users of the Emergency Department, A Descriptive 

Study.” Kalsi, Lartey, and Maroun.  -  Won 2nd place FOEM 2009 
National Research competition.  Pending publication. 

• “Patient Analysis as a Function of Mode of Arrival to the Adult 

Emergency Department.” Moise, Kalsi, and Maroun.  – Won 3rd 

place FOEM National Research competition.  Pending publication. 

• “One-call Code STEMI Activation From the Emergency Department 

Improves Door to Balloon Time.” Kalsi, Adinaro.  – Won 2nd place 
FOEM 2007 National Research competition.  Published in March 
2008 issue of the Research Beacon. 

 

 

 



MAJ KAMAL S. KALSI, D.O.   U.S. ARMY.                            MAPLELOTUS@GMAIL.COM                   925.570.1472 

   Teaching Experience 

• Medical director to Army’s second largest 68W / Combat life saver 
course from 2010 – present. 

• Teaching attending at WAMC ED for medical students and residents. 

• Medical director and instructor for iThink nursing board review 
courses from 2012 – present.  

• Ongoing monthly Paramedic and Nursing lectures at WAMC, NC. 

• Worked as an assistant lab instructor to Osteopathic Manipulative 
Medicine at Touro University College of Osteopathic Medicine in 
2001-2002.   

• Taught “Introduction to Biology” lab course at California State 
University in Hayward, CA from 1999-2000 

 
   Awards and Honors 

• Bronze Star Medal 

• Army Achievement Medal 

• National Defense Service Medal 

• Afghanistan Campaign Medal 

• Global War on Terrorism Service Medal 

• Army Service Ribbon Medal 

• Meritorious Unit Commendation 

• United States Surgeon General – Coin of Excellence 

• Army Vice Chief of Staff – Coin of Excellence 

• Under Secretary of the Army – Coin of Excellence 

• Fort Polk Commanding General – Coin of Excellence 

• 115th TF Commander’s Coin of Excellence 

• WAMC Commander’s Coin of Excellence 

• India Abroad Person of the Year – Special Award for Achievement 2012 

• Crystal Apple – Presented by the City of New York – 2010 

• White House Medical Unit – Certificate of Appreciation 

• American Legion Citizenship Award 

 

   Languages   

• Fluent in English and Punjabi 

• Conversational Hindi 

• Limited Medical Spanish 
 

 

 References   

Furnished upon request 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

To whom it may concern,

I met Dr. Kalsi in September / October of 2010. During our meeting the first
thing that I noticed about him, was that he listened and asked questions
about our operations and areas that we thought could be improved upon. I
found this very interesting because of the few Medical Directors that I have
had the privilege of meeting in the past, they had done a lot of talking
with very little listening.

He is the only Medical Director that I can recall that we have had more than
one meeting with. The others were introduced to us, said what they had to
say, and were never heard from again.

I find Dr. Kalsi to be sincere, dedicated and willing to be a team player. I
have never witnessed nor have I heard anyone comment in a negative fashion
about him. Everyone of our personnel who have had the opportunity to work
with him seem to hold him in high regards.

Since his time back from deployment, we have received our updated protocols,
worked a Presidential visit that went very well from the Emergency Services
standpoint, and implemented a first responders working group. 
This group allows for all players to have the opportunity to bring forth
issues related to our emergency services work here on Fort Bragg and see if
improvements can be realized through proper change implementation and
validation. He is currently assisting us with some proposed changes in our
continuing education program that could save our department some money and
still meet the educational requirements that have been set forth for our
certifications.

As the Fire Chief for Fort Bragg Fire and Emergency Services, I find it very
rewarding to have such a dedicated and professional ally to work with in
providing the high quality of service that is expected and deserving to our
soldiers, family members and civilian employees who make Fort Bragg what it
is today.

If I can be of any further assistance in any way, please let me know. 

Respectfully submitted,

Mark A. Melvin
Fire Chief
Fort Bragg Fire and Emergency Services
Office - 910-396-8121
Cell - 910-489-4940
Email - mark.a.melvin.civ@mail.mil

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED
Caveats: NONE

This message's digital signature verification has failed.

Subject:
To:

Date:
From:

Reference (UNCLASSIFIED)

"Kalsi, Kamaljeet S MAJ USARMY (US)" <kamal.s.kalsi@us.army.mil>

04/17/12 06:04

"Melvin, Mark A CIV (US)" <mark.a.melvin.civ@mail.mil>

Page 1 of 1

4/19/2012https://webmail2.us.army.mil/iwc_static/layout/shell.html?lang=en&02.01_121832
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
WOMACK ARMY MEDICAL CENTER 

FORT BRAGG, NORTH CAROLINA 28310 

17 APRIL 2012 

SUBJECT: REFERENCE FOR DR. KAMAL KALSI 

To whom it may concern, 

I am writing to you in support of Dr. Kamal Kalsi's who I have had the pleasure of working with for 
the past two years. I am currently an Interventional Radiologist at Womack Army Medical Center and 
work closely with the Emergency Department and Dr. Kalsi on a routine basis. 

I first met Dr. Kalsi while deployed in Afghanistan in support of Operation Enduring Freedom with the 
1I5th  Combat Support Hospital, Camp Dwyer. It was there that I saw firsthand Kamal's ability to 
expertly manage multiple complex trauma patients under austere conditions. Dr. Kalsi worked closely 
with his fellow ED physicians in a collegial environment where patient care and safety were always 
placed first. He also coordinated with other specialties to maximize efficiency and outcomes for our 
troops and routinely placed the interests of others before his own. 

If you have any questions or wish to speak further about Dr. Kalsi, please feel free to contact me at 
910-429-6417 or Andrew.Bostaph@us.anny.mil . 

Sincerely, 

MAJ Andrew S. Bostaph, M.D. 
Chief, Interventional Radiology 
Womack Army Medical Center 

http://www.pdfescape.com/open/RacIPclf.axd?rt=c&  dk=020FF3601 T2I 07R93SOJL330CZEI KDM I C& pc=1& m=... 5/21/2013 
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Kamal S. Kalsi< maplelotus@gmail.com>

Character reference for MAJ Kamal Kalsi

Jason Heiner< jasonheiner@hotmail.com> Tue, Apr 17, 2012 at 1:29 AM
To: Kamal Kalsi <maplelotus@gmail.com>

To Whom It May Concern,

I first had the opportunity to interact with Dr Kamal Kalsi in the summer of 2010 when we both 

attended the Army Medical Department Basic Officer Leadership Course at Fort Sam Houston, 

TX.  I was immediately struck by his professional and personable demeanor and impressed by his 

ability as an approachable leader when he was chosen to lead our class of over 400 students.  Dr 

Kalsi consistently directed our student body both by example and with a spirit of selfless service. 

My second significant period of interaction with Dr Kalsi occurred during my deployment to 

Afghanistan in 2011 where we both served as emergency physicians in an Army Combat Support 

Hospital.  During that time he was a medical peer providing outstanding care in an austere 

environment, an engaged leader who strove to optimize the delivery and preparedness of our 

hospital and prehospital care in this challenging location, and also the Officer in Charge of our 

dynamic department.  As before, he demonstrated exceptional quality of character and genuine 

interest in those that he led and served.

It has been a pleasure to know Dr Kalsi and to provide a reference regarding my impression of his 

outstanding character and attributes as an Officer and as a physician.  My personal and 

peripheral interactions with Dr Kalsi have revealed an honest, reliable, and hard working 

individual.

Please contact me directly if I can be of any assistance.

Sincerely,

Jason Heiner, MD

CPT(P), MC, USA

Emergency Medicine

San Antonio Military Medical Center

Fort Sam Houston, TX

Page 1 of 1Gmail - Character reference for MAJ Kamal Kalsi

4/18/2012https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=3d5a2139fe&view=pt&cat=Appeal&search=cat&...
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Gm  i  I 

 

Kama! S. Kalsi< maplelotus@gmail.com > 

(no subject) 

    

William Thompson< wdthompson1130©gmail.com> 	 Mon, Apr 16, 2012 at 9:55 PM 
To: ma plelotus agmail.com  

ALCON- 

I have known MAJ Kamaljeet Kalsi for 2 years. My initial impression 
of him was favorable. Now that I have worked closely with him, I 
count him as a friend and comrade that I would go to war with today. 
His character is impeccable and he is an honorable man. 

As the Senior GS Physician Assistant in the Department of Emergency 
Medicine I trust MAJ Kalsi to provide leadership and direction for all 
mid-level providers as well as his physician peers as needed. 

As a LTC in the USAR, with 26 years of service, I 
would not hesitate to assign MAJ Kalsi to any mission requiring his 
skill set. MAJ Kalsi is a warrior and a healer from a culture of 
warriors and is an asset to the Army Medical Department Regiment and 
the United States Army as a whole. 

VR, 

William D. Thompson PA-C 
GS12/LTC USAR 
DEM 
[Quoted text hidden] 

http://www.pdfescape.com/open/RadPdf.axd?rt=c&  dk=020FF74D GFM 7Y H K KX L QHX 1VN M M I UX R5GZ& pc... 5/21/2013 
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To Whom It may concern; 
 
I have had the pleasure of knowing Dr. Kamal Kalsi for well over a year now. Initially we 
met at work in the ER at Womack and our professional relationship soon evolved into a 
welcomed friendship.  Kamal is so intelligent and so resourceful that working with him is 
very easy.  He is an excellent teacher, he is very approachable and he is genuine when 
it comes to patient care.  He is respectful to his colleagues and is such a team player.  
In addition to working in the ER he is In charge of the EMS, he is a huge part of 
education, he teaches classes for Grand Rounds and has held a lecture at the local 
community college to help mentor male minority students.  The list explaining his 
kindness and his contributions to friends, family and coworkers is endless. 
 
I had the pleasure of meeting his family before he deployed to Afghanistan and as they 
say " the apple does not fall far from the tree".  His entire family is absolutely wonderful.  
He has the support of everyone and his wife is his "rock". She is very loving and loyal 
and holds there family together. Even though they reside in New Jersey she visits 
whenever she can with their two children.  Kamal is a dedicated father and he is the 
backbone of their family and helps make their foundation stable. 
 
My experience as  a RN has been for the past 12 years as an officer and civilian at 
Womack Army Medical Center.  I have never met a physician that displays such 
compassion and concern for his patients and colleagues.  
 
It is an honor to call Kamal my friend.  He has wit, integrity, loyalty and discipline in any 
given situation one would be grateful to be in his company.  I am thankful our paths 
crossed in this lifetime and am blessed to have such a dynamic person in my life as a 
coworker, friend and mentor. 
 
Roni Paul RN, BSN, CEN 
Nursing Professor   
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Gm  i  I Kama! S. Kalsi< maplelotus@gmail.com > 

Character 

    

chris welton< christopherwelton@gmail.com > 	 Wed, Apr 18, 2012 at 7:05 AM 
To: "Kamal S. Kalsi" <rnaplelotus agma Loom> 

To Whom it may Concern: 

I have known Dr. Kalsi for approximately a year during which time we have served as fellow 
Emergency Medicine staff at Womack Army Medical Center. During that time I have interacted 

with him in different capacities. I have found him to be a good and caring clinician who has 
demonstrated the values expected of an Army physician. 

In my duties as a member of the Womack trauma committee I have had multiple opportunities 
to interact with Dr. Kalsi in his capacity as the EMS director. He has been open to new ideas, 

addressed problems relating to the care of trauma patient, and participated in the development 
of trauma clinical practice guidelines. Dr. Kalsi has always been forthright with his thoughts and 
honest in his assessment of issues that we have collaborated on. 

Respectfully, 

Chris Welton, MD 
CPT, MC 

Staff Emergency Physician 
Womack Army Medical Center 

http://www.pdfescape.com/open/RadPdf.axd?rt=c&  dk=020FFA DCZM SU 9HV EM CJXSH H45Y 8M NTEFR& pc... 5/21/2013 
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Kamal S. Kalsi< maplelotus@gmail.com>

Character letter

Brian Wood< bwoodrn@yahoo.com> Wed, Apr 18, 2012 at 11:32 AM
To: maplelotus@gmail.com

To whom it may concern,
I have known Dr. Kalsi for over a year now and have always known him to be a man of integrity, honest 
and hardworking person. I work with Dr. Kalsi directly as a Registered Nuse in the Emergency Dept. He 

has always been dedicated to his job and always seeks out what's best for his staff and patients. I feel as if 
Dr. Kalsi is fair to everyone and treats everyone with respect. I also feel as if Dr. Kalsi is a great leader and 
could fulfill the duties of any leadership position assigned to him. Dr Kalsi is a man of noble character and I 

would be more than happy to work with him on any given day and recommend the same to others.

Very Respectfully,

Brian Wood RN-DEM

Page 1 of 1Gmail - Character letter

4/19/2012https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=3d5a2139fe&view=pt&cat=Appeal&search=cat&...
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To Whom It May Concern: 

 

I have known Dr. Kamal Kalsi for 1 year while working at Womack Army Medical 

Center in the Emergency Department. I can confirm that Dr. Kalsi is a man of 

integrity and good moral character. 

 

At all times I have found Dr. Kalsi to be dependable, reliable, hard working, 

conscientious, honest, peace-loving, and courteous.  He is very knowledgeable and 

always wanting and willing to pass his knowledge on to others. He has spoke at 

Grand Rounds and lectured at the local community college. Dr. Kalsi is always 

professional with both colleagues and patients.  He is extremely approachable and 

goes above and beyond to ensure he gives quality patient care. I feel that Dr. Kalsi is 

a prime example of a great physician, excellent leader, and well-needed mentor.  

 

It is a pleasure to know and work with Dr. Kalsi. His presence brings a calming effect 

to any situation.  He is a huge asset to every organization he is involved in with 

numerous contributions to colleagues and the community. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Monique Wallace, RN, BSN 
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M  I 

  

Kamal S. Kalsi< maplelotus@gmail.com > 

character reference 

      

       

ce reirners< cereimers@mac.com > 	 Wed, Apr 18, 2012 at 6:06 AM 
To: "maple' otus@gmail.com" <maplelotus@gmail.com > 

Character Reference for Captain Kamal Kalsi, D.O. 
18 April 2012 

To the reader, 

My name is Charles Reimers and I have worked as a physicians' asstant in the Department of Emergency 
Medicine at Womack Army Medical Center, Ft Bragg for 6 years. I originally met Dr Kalsi well over a year 
ago in the department and have come to fully trust his perspective and judgement. I have found him to be a 
stellar, thoughtful, quality person with a calm, stable demeanor. I have sought out his educated guidance 
on multiple complicated patients. He has consistently helped me to think through differentials and grow as 
a professional. I have found that other PAs in the department have had similar experiences with him as he 
exudes wisdom that he communicates in a very gentle, approachable manner. He is well thought of and 
highly respected in the department. He is well thought of and highly respected by me. He has a fantastic 
work ethic as I have seen him on numerous occasions working late (coming in on his own time) regarding 
his EMS duties. I know this as I would often step into his office to say a quick "hello..." 

Chuck Reimers, PA- C 
DEM, Womack Army Medical Center 
Ft, Bragg, NC 
Sent from my iPad 
[Quoted text hidden] 
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April 17, 2012 

 

To Whom It May Concern, 

 

I am writing this letter on behalf of Major Kamal S. Kalsi, D.O., U.S. Army. 

 

Over the past two years, I have had the privilege of working with Major Kalsi.  During that time, 

we have interacted as colleagues, both as peer Emergency Medicine Physicians, and as fellow 

Army Officers. 

 

I have found Major Kalsi to be an excellent Physician and Officer.  He is an individual of singu-

lar character, who is diligent in the execution of his assigned duties, and personable in his inter-

action with both staff and patients.  In all my interactions with Major Kalsi, I have found him to 

be honest, forthright, dependable, and professional.  On many occasions, I have sought his input 

on matters of patient care and administration.  He is a valuable member of the Womack Army 

Medical Center (WAMC) Emergency Department(ED). 

 

During his tenure at WAMC, Major Kalsi has served as director of Emergency Medical Services.  

Having briefly performed these duties myself, I can attest to their demanding nature.  Major 

Kalsi has provided his subordinates with outstanding leadership, while at the same time perform-

ing his clinical and academic duties.  Additionally, he served in a Combat Support Hospital 

while deployed to Afghanistan in support of Operation Enduring Freedom.  

 

It is without reservation, that I would like to provide my endorsement of Major Kamal Kalsi.  He 

has shown himself to be a sterling example of a Military Physician in all respects. 

 

Respectfully, 

 

 

CPT(P) Michael P. Simpson, MD 

MC, USA 
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April 17, 2012 

To whom it may concern, 

I have known Major Kamal Kalsi, D.O. for the last two years both in the professional and personnel 
capacity. During this time I have had the privilege of working with him and seeking his counsel as a 
supervising Emergency Medicine Physician. 

On numerous occasions I have sought his expertise, experience and guidance regarding patient care here 
at WAMC. His recommendations have always been clear, concise and focused. He has always dedicated 
his available time to the education of the junior staff, EMS, Physician Assistants and residents. I have 
never once seen him leave a question unanswered or pass on an opportunity to teach. As a former Officer 
I have found his character to be superb, forthright and above all honest. He has always demonstrated the 
utmost professionalism and dedication to his duties since we first met. 

Respectfully, 

Ian C. Stack, PA-C 
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